News Release
Waterloo Maple Announces Japanese Edition
of Maple 7
WATERLOO, CANADA, January 29, 2002—Waterloo Maple, a world leader in
mathematical software for education, research and industry, announces the release of Maple 7,
Japanese Edition, to begin shipping as of March 4th, 2002 through Cybernet Systems Co. Ltd., of
Japan.
Maple 7 Japanese Edition offers a Japanese interface while possessing all of the same powerful
features and programming capabilities for which Maple is famous. The Maple 7 Japanese Edition
features a Japanese Graphical User Interface (GUI), including menus and dialogs, and online
help and search capabilities. As in Maple 7, this edition includes a sweeping range of
mathematical algorithms in key areas, such as differential equations and numerical computation,
and enhanced Web connectivity, including comprehensive MathML 2.0 support, XML support
and TCP/IP sockets-based access to online information.
In a recent review, IEEE Spectrum Magazine described Maple as “a high-end math package that
is used in virtually every major university and research center in the world…,” and that Maple
“combines extensive symbolic math, numerical, and graphics capabilities with a user-friendly
interface…”
“We’re very happy to announce the release of Maple 7, Japanese Edition,” said Shigehisa Inoue,
managing director at Cybernet Systems. “The enhanced Maple 7 provides educators, students,
researchers and engineers with not only a powerful computing system and new functions, but an
easy-to-use GUI and flexible environment in our language. The release of Maple 7, Japanese
Edition, represents a major breakthrough and will significantly increase Maple’s presence in the
Japanese market.”
“The Japanese market is one of our most important and successful markets,” states Fred
Patterson, Vice President of Sales for Waterloo Maple, “and Cybernet Systems is a recognized
leader in providing advanced systems software and services in the fields of scientific/technical
computing and engineering for over 30 years. We are very pleased to have Cybernet Systems as
a partner to help strengthen our Japanese business.”
To purchase a copy, contact your local Maple representative or visit
www.maplesoft.com/sales/international.
About Maple 7
Maple 7 is the latest version of the world’s most trusted mathematical problem solving software.
Widely adopted by universities, colleges, research institutions and companies, Maple 7 delivers
the comprehensive environment and support resources to visualize and explore mathematical
concepts, develop application tools and share mathematical information and documents on the
Web. Combined with hundreds of free add-on packages and applications available through The
Maple Application Center (www.mapleapps.com), Maple 7 constitutes the most powerful and
flexible analytical tool for professors, researchers, scientists, engineers and students.
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About Cybernet Systems Co., Ltd.
Cybernet Systems, Co., Ltd., provides advanced systems, software and services in the field of
scientific/technical computing and engineering. Its analysis/simulation software and services
cover a wide range of the production process enabling companies to benefit from complete
digital engineering. Detailed information regarding Cybernet Systems is available at
http://www.cybernet.co.jp.
About Waterloo Maple
Founded in 1988, Waterloo Maple is a world leader in mathematical and analytical software. The
Maple system embodies advanced technology such as symbolic computation, infinite precision
numerics, innovative Web connectivity and a powerful language for solving a wide range of
mathematical problems encountered in modeling and simulation. Over a million users have
adopted Waterloo Maple products as their preferred platform for exploring and managing
complex problems in engineering, science, mathematics and technical education. Virtually every
major university and research institute in the world, including MIT, Stanford, Oxford and
Waterloo, has adopted Maple to enhance their education and research activities. Waterloo
Maple’s industrial customer base includes Nortel, Raytheon, Boeing, and DaimlerChrysler. For
more information see www.maplesoft.com.
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